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Acetonitrile clusters (CH$N),, different from the antiparallel dimer have so far not been observed in cryogenic
matrices. The combination of molecular beam and matrix isolation technique enabled us to evidence the
presence of larger clusters in Ar matrix. In these experiments the task of the molecular beam is the production
of the clusters via an adiabatic expansion under properly
selected conditions. On the other hand, the matrix
.
*
is needed for the conservation of the clusters. In combination with FT IR spectroscopy it has, therefore,
essentially diagnostic relevance.

I. Introduction
Theoretica11v2and experimental3 studies have definitely evidenced icosahedral structure for rare gasclusters. A characteristic
property of these species is the 5-fold axis of symmetry which is
strictly forbidden in equilibrium solids of rare gases ( f a , hcp).
No other phenomenon manifests more impressively the dilemma
of physicists and chemists devoted to the observation of the
stepwise transition from isolated atoms to the condensed phase.
For the transition of isolated molecules to condensed molecular
matter, the situation is not fundamentally different, even though
the characteristic interaction potentials raise very specific
questions for each substance.
Solid acetonitrile, e.g., exhibits two thermodynamically stable
phases. The high temperature modification (HTM: P21/c) and
the low temperature modification (LTM: Cmc21).In the LTM
neighboring molecules have parallel orientation4 (Figure 1),
whereas in the HTM nearest neighbors are antiparallel to each
otherS(Figure 1). In the course of gas-phase deposition of CH3CN onto a cold target (13 K), a solid is formed which consists
exclusively of randomly oriented antiparallel dimers.6 All
experimental efforts to grow larger clusters and ultimately the
LTM out of these dimer units by annealing the solid definitely
failed. This may be explained in terms of elementary building
units of the two modifications. If at all, the antiparallel dimer
may be considered as a building unit of the HTM (Figure 1). IR
spectroscopic as well as X-ray diffraction studies clearly show
that the solid consisting of orientationally disordered antiparallel
dimers is transformed into the metastable HTM at temperatures
considerably below that related to the transformation LTM
HTM (216.9 K).6-8 A transformation of the solid consisting of
orientationallydisordered antiparallel dimers into the LTM would
require a reorientation of CH$N molecules by an angle of 90°.
This is extremely unlikely at temperatures considerably below
216.9 K. Thus the stepwise formation of the LTM by starting
with one monomer and adding others successively one by one is
an extremely unlikely process, too. The aggregation already stops
after the formation of the antiparallel dimer, which exhibits an
extraordinary high intermolecular bond energy (20 kJ/m019).
The interaction between two such dimers is weak, since it depends
essentially on quadrupole+uadrupole interaction. Similar considerations apply to the interaction between the antiparallel dimer
and the monomer. On this basis phenomena observed on annealing
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Figure 1. Structureof (a) the low temperature modification (LTM)and
(b) the high temperature modification (HTM)of acetonitrile.

diverse cryogenicmatrices (Ar, Kr, N2, CC4) containing monomer
acetonitrile may also easily be understood. The only form of the
aggregation is that of dimerization to the nonpolar species
mentioned above. Other types of dimers or larger cluster species
have never been detected. Thus there is so far no experimental
approach which would allow one to produce the thermodynamically stable LTM of acetonitrile via the controlled formation of
clusters. The respective cluster species do not originate under
normal conditions such as those effective in conventional gasphase deposition or in diffusion controlled processes in solids.
Special constraints have to be applied to favor the principle of
cooperativity in the course of cluster formation. An adiabatic
expansion appears to be particularly well suited for that purpose.
Therefore, the fascinating idea of depositing cryogenic matrices
and molecular solids in general from a supersonic and not from
a thermal effusive molecular beam came up. Attempts to isolate
molecular clusters from a free jet have been performed in the
past.loJ1 They have not been successful. On the other hand,
only recently small size selected metal clusters produced by
sputtering and subsequent quadrupole mass filtering were
successfully isolated in Kr matrix and interrogated by fluorescence
spectroscopy.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the experimental setup which
permits matrix isolation of molecular clusters produced in a pulsed
supersonic beam.

11. Experimental Section

1. Combined Molecular Beam/Matrix Apparatus. The experimental setup of the combined molecular beam/matrix
isolation apparatus is shown in Figure 2. It has to be emphasized
that an intrinsic molecular beam system (pulsed supersonicvalve,
skimmer, differential pumping) is used here. In previous
attemptslOJ1a mere pulsed supersonic valve was applied which
does not provide a molecular beam, but rather a so-called free
jet. In view of the complexity of the processes which occur in the
space between the valve orifice and the cold target, any
comprehensivemodel of cluster formation can hardly be expected.
Clusters emerging from the expansion are even likely to dissociate
after collisions with thermalized species returning from the wall.
The whole apparatus consists in principle of three parts: (a)
the expansion chamber, (b) the quadrupole mass spectrometer
chamber, and (c) the cryostat chamber.
(a) The cubic expansion chamber (edge length = 220 mm) is
evacuated by an oil diffusion pump (Diff 1000,Leybold). For
the molecular beam source a pulsed nozzle (type LPV 203,
Lasertechnics) is used. The cylindrical orifice of the nozzle has
a diameter of 0.1 mm. The duration of a pulse is 150ps;the pulse
frequency amounts to 6 Hz. During a pulse the pressure in the
expansion chamber monitored by an ionization gauge increases
from 2 X 10" to 1 X lo4 mbar. A skimmer with an orifice of
0.53mm separates the expansion chamber from the quadrupole
mass spectrometer chamber.
(b) For the determination of the mass distribution of the
acetonitrile clusters in the beam a quadrupole mass spectrometer
(SXP 400,VG instruments) with electron impact ionization is
used. It is equipped with an "open crossed beam" ion source.
Therefore, it was not necessary to remove the spectrometer out
of the beam during the time of matrix preparation. The whole
chamber is evacuated by a turbo molecular pump (Turbovac 360
CSV, Leybold). During a pulse the pressure increases from 1 X
10-8 to 5 X lo-' mbar.
(c) The acetonitrile clusters are deposited on a highly reflecting
gold plated aluminum mirror mounted at the cold end of a closed
cycle helium refrigerator (ROK 10,Leybold). The outer shroud
of the cryostat is equipped with a KBr window to allow the IR
beam to propagate through the cryogenic sample. A reflectance
unit mounted in the sample compartment of the interferometer
is used to reflect the beam of the light source to the cold mirror
coated with the matrix. It then returns the reflected light to the
spectrometer optical path. There is practically no mechanical
contact between the vacuum shroud of the vibrating cryostat and
the interferometer.13
It should be noted that the space between the windows in the
front plate of the sample compartment and in the shroud of the
cryostat has to be purged with dry air or N2 to remove traces of
atmospheric water and carbon dioxide in the optical path. The
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IR spectra were recorded with a Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer (Model IFS 1 1 3v, Bruker Analytische Messtechnik
GmbH) equipped with a liquid N2 cooled MCT detector. A total
of 100scans were accumulated for each spectrum with a rcaolution
of 1 wavenumber.
2. Sample Preparation. The acetonitrile clusters are produced
in the course of an adiabatic expansion of acetonitrile vapour
(A). Before the expansion in the pulsed supersonic nozzle, neon
gas (G) is added. The molar ratio A / G of the gas mixture is
established by feeding the neon gas at a properly specified
stagnation pressure (1-8 bar) through a thermostat4 bubbler
filled with liquid acetonitrile. At a given stagnation pressure the
ratio A / G is then determined by the equilibrium vapor pressure
of acetonitrile, Le., by the temperature of the bubbler (223-293
K). In fact, the deposition of the acetonitrile clusters occurs
from a seeded beam. The temperature of the mirror (14 K)
where the acetonitrile clusters are deposited does not permit the
condensation of the seed gas neon which has to be pumped off
efficiently. In order to isolate the clusters, a thermal effusive
stream of argon as matrix gas is directed from the matrix gas
inlet onto the mirror (Figure 2). The argon gas flow is 0.05
mmol/h. From the total amount of Ar and CH3CN consumed
in the course of matrix preparation, we roughly estimate the
molar ratio of CH3CN in Ar as being of the order of 1: 1000.The
preparation time of a matrix is typically 14 h.
111. Concepts of Evaluation of

Mass and IR Spectra

1. Mass Spectra. In order to be able to compare the mass
distributionsin the cluster beam for different expansion conditions,
the intensity of the mass peaks had to be normalized. This is
accomplished by dividing the integral intensity of each peak by
the sum of the integral intensities of all cluster ions (41,42,83,
124,165,...amu). Theresulting values areessentially independent
of the total molar amount of C H F N which flows per time unit
through the supersonic valve. Fragments related exclusively to
intramolecular bond ruptures (C41 amu) do not contribute
additional information with respect to the mass distribution of
the cluster ions and, therefore, have not been taken into account.
2. IR Spectra. In condensed phase, the intrinsic line widths
are often greater than the distancebetween two neighboringbands.
In this case resolution enhancement of the instrument does not
lead to a separation of the bands. Fourier self-deconvolution
(FSD) provides a way of computationallyresolving themI4(Figure
3a).
For this procedure weassume, that theprofileofeachabsorption
band is Lorentzian
A,T2

A(;) =
y*

+ (E - E,)*

where A0 is the maximum absorbance of the band, CO is the
wavenumber for A0 and 7 is the half-width at half-height. The
decision for Lorentzians was not dictated by any concepts related
to dynamic processes (dephasing, vibrational energy relaxation,
etc.) in the matrix but by merely practical reasons. Lorentzians
permit a more efficient separation of the constituents of a complex
band. Our studies clearly show that both the number and the
positions of the resulting subbands are essentially independent of
whether Lorentzians or Gaussians were applied in the FSD
procedure.
The cosine Fourier transform of A ( i ) is given by
I(x)= FT(A(5)) = JomA(5)cos (2rEx) dE

= 0.5A0y cos ( 2 ~ 5 exp(-2ryx)
~ )

(2)

where x has the dimension of a length (cm).
The cosine term in eq 2 depends on the position COof the band,
while the exponential decay term is determined by y. Therefore,
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1
2230.
‘280*o
wavenumber / c m Figure 3. (a) Fourier self-deconvolution (FSD)of the complex YC=N
band related to an acetonitrile cluster size distribution in Ar matrix
(expansion conditions prior to matrix deposition: CHjCN/Ne = 1: 100;
stagnation pressure, 5 bar), The triangular appodization function applied
led to a bandwidth reduction by a factor of 3. (b) Band fitting based on
the six band positions obtained in a. The fit parameters are the integral
intensity values of these six subbands. For further details see Concepts
of Evaluation.

with a decrease of the rate of decay of the exponential, the width
of the band is reduced. FSD is performed by multiplying eq 2
by exp(2yrx) and then by replacing the exponential term by an
appropriate apodization function D(x) which decays more slowly. This leads to a new function
Z’(x)= Z(x) exp(2?ryx)D(x)

= 0.5A0y COS(2r~+)D(X)
(3)
Reverse Fourier transformation FT-I provides a band A’(:) with
reduced bandwidth. Its shape is given by the Fourier transform
of the apodization function D(x).
Thus the efficiency of the described computational resolution
enhancement considerably depends on what the function D(x)
looks like. The limiting factor of the procedure is the SIN ratio
in the input spectrum. A detailed description of FSD is given
elsewhere.14q’s Figure 3a shows-as an example-the application
of the FSD to the V-N band observed for a certain sizedistribution
of acetonitrile clusters isolated in an Ar matrix. Without any
further information this essentially unstructured band would
certainly not be a favorable case for application of FSD with all
its known pitfalls and risks. The reliability of theprocedure has
to be checked by varying the experimental conditions of cluster
production and then controlling the stability of the subband
positions with respect to these variations (see also Discussion).
In addition, one should try to confirm as many of these band
positions as possible by separate experiments.
The subbands resulting from FSD of the V C ~ Nband are then
fitted with Gaussian and Lorentzian curves according to a least
squares procedure (Figure 3b). The centers of the curves are

taken from FSD. Four of them coincide with the values of the
monomer, the dimer, the high temperature modification (HTM),
and thelow temperaturemodification (LTM) (Table IV). These
values were determined in additional experiments which also
provided the respectivefull width at half-maximum(fwhm) values
(Table IV). It should be pointed out that IR band widths of
molecular clusters isolated in rare gas matrices are, in general,
considerably larger than those observed for isolated small
molecules [e.g. 161. Thus values of 3-7 cm-I as presented in
Table IV are not unusual. Even careful annealing does not
contribute very much to a sharpening of the bands. Some
uncertainty is related to the fwhm of the two remaining species.
The respective values were obtained by fitting.
The procedure described enables us to fit all spectra obtained
under most different expansion conditions (stagnation pressure,
1-8 bar; concentration, 1:lOOO to 1:25).

IV. Results
The mass spectra of seeded beams of acetonitrile in rare gas
(He, Ne, Ar; 1:lOO) exhibit a progression of mass peaks MP
(Figure 4) regularly spaced at a distance of MCH,CN
= 41 amu,
the molar mass of the acetonitrile monomer,

MP = nMcH,cN+ M H

(4)

where n = 1, 2, 3, ... is the degree of aggregation and M H = 1
amu is the molar mass of the hydrogen atom. Evidently the mass
spectra reflect cluster formation to an extent far beyond that
observed for a corresponding static m i ~ t u r e . 1No
~ clusters other
than dimers haveever been detected beforein thestaticgas phaseI7
or in cryogenic matricesPJ3~1sThe mass peak positions (q4)
in Figures 4 and 5 differ from those of simple clusters (CH,CN),
by 1 amu. This is obviously the result of fragmentation initiated
by electron impact ionization. Molecular fragments are observed
in themass interval from 1 to41 amu (see Concepts of Evaluation).
The intensity of the cluster peaks increases with the molar mass
of the rare gas used in the expansion from He to Ar (Figure 4).
In spite of this observation Ne was preferred to Ar in seeded
beams of acetonitrile, since self-aggregation and formation of
heteroclusters are more likely for Ar than for Ne (melting points
of Ar and Ne, 83.7 K and 24.5 K, respectively). Therefore, the
presence of Ar in the expansion was expected to augment the
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Figure5 lnfluenceof theconcentration (CH&N/Ne = 1:1000, 1:100)
on the mass spectra in the supersonic acetonitrile cluster beam seeded
with Ne (stagnation pressure = 5 bar).

variety of different cluster species considerably. This would
scramble the IR spectra and complicate their evaluation.
As Figures 5 and 6a,b demonstrate, the intensity of the cluster
mass peaks sensitively depends on both the stagnation pressure
and the concentration of CH3CN in the seeded beam. As shown
in Figure 2, the molecular beam is finally mixed with an Ar
stream added through the matrix gas inlet. The matrix mirror
mounted at the cold end of the cryostat is kept at a temperature
of 14 K which permits the CH3CN cluster to be trapped in an
Ar matrix. Under these conditions Ne remains quantitatively in
the gas phase and is pumped away. The resulting IR spectra are
strongly influenced by the expansion conditions of the seeded
beam (stagnation pressure, concentration of CH3CN in Ne). This
is particularly true for the band contour of the CN stretching
vibration which is significantly altered with the concentration of
CH3CN (Figure 7). Similar effects are observed on varying the
stagnation pressure. Fourier self-deconvolution provides six
subbands, the positions of which are essentially independent of
the expansion conditions(Table 1) and of the typeof band contour
used in the procedure (Lorentzian/Gaussian). For all experiments
listed in Table I the band contour of the CN stretching band can
be fitted satisfactorily by varying the integral intensity values of
these six or even less than six subbands. Thus the observed CN
stretching band may be represented by a linear combination of
at most six constituents, the set of the corresponding coefficients
being intimately related to the expansion conditions. The trend
followed by these coefficients as a function of the concentration
of CHICN in Ne at a stagnation pressure of 5 bar (Figure 8) is
physically reasonable: with an increase in the concentration of
acetonitrile in the beam seeded with Ne the smaller particles are
consumed in favor of the larger ones. Table I1 evidences, in a
more general way, that the fit procedure is not trivial. At low
values of stagnation pressure and concentration, only the three
components at higher wavenumbers (corresponding to small
species) are required. For high values of thevariables describing
the expansion conditions, the three low wavenumber constituents
(larger cluster) nearly suffice for fitting the band. Thus six
amplitudes are really needed as parameters to fit the band shape
for all expansion conditions.

V. Discussion
The efficiency of CHICN cluster formationin seeded supersonic
beams significantly increases with the molar mass of the rare gas
(Figure 4). This may be understood in terms of two different
physical principles: (a) Under the same expansion conditions the
rare gas with smaller molar mass attains the larger maximum

velocity in the beam.I9 This velocity is finally adopted also by
the CH3CN molecules. Therefore, in a CH3CN beam seeded
with He or Ne, the expansion zone where collisionsbetween CH3CN molecules take place is traversed faster than that in a CHICN beam seeded with Ar. (b) The momentum transfer from the
seed gas to CH3CN molecules and the related cooling effect for
CH3CN is more efficient for Ar (MAr= 40 amu, MCH~CN
= 41
amu) than for He and Ne ( M H ~4 amu, M N=~20 amu).20This
also favors CH3CN cluster formation in Ar. On the other hand
Ar is much more likely than Ne to undergo aggregation by itself
(self-aggregation as well as formation of heteroclusters with
CHICN2'). Having deposited an acetonitrile beam seeded with
Ar, the contribution of Ar to cluster formation leads to such a
variety of local environments of the CHICN molecules in the
solid mixture that an evaluation of the IR spectra in terms of a
set of CH3CN clusters ((CHICN), with n = 2, 3, 4, ...) is not
possible (see discussion below). The mass spectra (Figure 4) do
not provide significant evidence for clusters of the type (Ar), and
(Ar),(CH3CN),,,. However, the appearance of these species in
the mass spectra is most likely suppressed by previous electron
impact ionization.
Both Figures 4 and 5 clearly show that the acetonitrile clusters
originating from the adiabatic expansion are also subjected to
fragmentation initiated by electron impact ionization. The
experimental evidence is provided by the appearance of the
progression of cluster mass peaks for the ions of the type (CHICN),H+ (eq 5a). Buck et al.2z (see also ref 23) derived the
fragmentation channels presented in eqs 5a-d. These results

were based on mass spectroscopic studies of mass selected CHICN cluster beams after electron impact ionization. Table I11
provides some quantitative aspects of the fragmentation process.
For small clusters ( n = 2,3,4) electron impact ionization initiates
mainly the formation of protonated acetonitrile molecules ((CHICN)H+). As the degreeof aggregationn increases, the percentage
of this species with respect to the total amount of ions originating
from the fragmentation of (CH3CN), decreases (see n = 3 and
n = 4 in Table 111). On the other hand the percentage of
protonated clusters ((CH&N),H+ with n L 2) and of molecular
cations CH&N+ increases within the same series. On the basis
of these results the dependence of the mass peak intensities on
theoverall concentrationofacetonitrilein Neandon thestagnation
pressure may easily be understood (Figure 6a,b). At very low
concentrations monomer molecules prevail in the beam. Their
percentage decreases with increasingconcentration of acetonitrile
because of the formation of dimers, trimers, etc. This explains
the intensity decrease of the mass peak 41 with increasing
concentration in the range below 1 mol % CHICN in Ne at a
stagnation pressure of 2.2 bar (Figure 6a, top). With a further
increase in the concentration, larger clusters are farmed. Their
fragmentation mechanisms (eqs 5c,d) favor the formation of the
molecular cation (CHICN+). This is in perfect agreement with
theshapeof thecurvein Figure6a(top), whichexhibitsan increase
in intensity for the mass peak 41 with increasing concentration
in the range above 1 mol% CHICN in Ne. By an increase of the
stagnation pressure from 2.2 to 5 bar (Figure 6b, top), the curve
in Figure 6a(top), in particular its maximum, is shifted to smaller
values of the CHICN concentration. The higher stagnation
pressure necessarily implies more collisions in the expansion zone
and, therefore, allows the acetonitrile molecules to cool more
efficiently. This may be interpreted in terms of an increased
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clustering efficiency and explains the shift of the curve in Figure
6b(top) with respect to that in Figure 6a(top).
The mass peak 42 is mainly the result of fragmentation of
small clusters as dimers, trimers, etc. (Table 111). Their
percentages have a maximum at medium acetonitrile concen-

trations. This is reflected by the respective curve in Figure
6a(bottom). Similar considerations explain the traces for the
intensity of the mass peaks 83,124, and 165, which represent the
cluster fragments for n 1 3, n 1 4, and n 2 5, respectively (Figure
6a, bottom). The increase of the stagnation pressure (5 bar in
Figure 6b, 2.2 bar in Figure 6a) shifts the maxima to lower
concentration values, such that they can no longer be detected
(Figure 6b, bottom).
Without any doubt the adiabatic expansion of gaseous mixtures
of 2 mol 8 CH3CN or less in Ne permits the formation of
molecular clusters of acetonitrile with n L 2. To the best of our
knowledge such species have never been observed in static gasphase samples.I0 As mentioned above, CH3CN moleculesoppose
the formation of trimers and larger clusters in cryogenicmatrices
and in gas-phase-depositedpure s0lidS.6**J3Therefore, we decided
to isolate the acetonitrile clusters, produced in a molecular beam
after adiabatic expansion, in a cryogenic matrix, e.g., in an Ar
matrix. This should permit the IR spectroscopic observation of
the CH$N trimers and larger species at a limited level of
experimental expenditure. An alternative would be the IR laser
spectroscopicanalysis of CH3CN clusters in the molecular beam.
It requires bolometric detection and tunable laser techniques.24
As stated in the previous discussion the adiabatic expansion
does not provide size-selected acetonitrile clusters, but rather a
broad size distribution (Figures 4 and 5 ) . The shape of this
distribution certainly depends on the expansionconditions. There
is, however, no chance to tune it such that one cluster size would
prevail. Buck's technique of size selection by He scatteringZ3v2'
is beyond the level of experimental sophistication which we can
afford. In addition, it has to be doubted whether FT IR
spectroscopy is sensitive enough to cope with the extremely low
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TABLE I: Results of Fourier Self-Deconvolution Applied to the Y,=N Band Observed after Deposition of Acetonitrile Clusters
Isolated in an Argon Matrix from a Supersonic Beam Seeded with Neon
molar ratio CH,CN/Ne

plbar
1.O

band positionjcm-1

1:1000
1:200
1:lOO
1:50
1:25
1:1000
1:200
1:lOO
1:50
1:25
1:200
1:lOO
1:35
1:lOoo
1:200
1:lOO
1:50
1:200
1:lOO

1.o
1.o
1.o
1.o

2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
3.5
3.5
3.5
5.0
5.0
5 .O
5.0
6.5
6.5
8.0

2258.1
2258.3
2258.0
2258.2
2258.1
2258.3
2258.3
2258.0
2257.9
2257.9
2258.1
2257.6
2258.5
2258.5
2258.1
2258.1
2258.1

1:lOO

2257.9

2256.0
2256.0
2256.0
2256.2
2256.0
1256.0
2256.0
!256.1
2256.1
1256.0
!256.1
!256.1
1256.6
1256.1
!256.1
!256.1
1!256.1
!256.1
!256.4
1!256.5
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Figure 8. Influence of the concentration of acetonitrile in the supersonic
beam (CH3CN/Ne) on the integral intensity of the six subbands which
constitute the UC-N band (compare Figure 3 and Figure 7) after isolation
of the acetonitrile clusters in Ar matrix (stagnation pressure, 5 bar).

yield in size-selected CH$N cluster beams. Thus the size
distribution of C H F N clusters after adiabatic expansion was a
matter of fact to which we had to resign ourselves.
Previous FT IR studies of CH3CN and (CH$N)2 in Ar
matrix18s2sand of the two solid modifications(HTM and LTM)'J
clearly show that the CN stretching mode (Y-N) sensitively reacts
on environmental changes (Table IV). In addition, it exhibits a
strong extinction coefficientand is not subjected to complications
related to degeneracy. Therefore, we concentrated ourselves on
Y C ~ Nas probe for the size distribution of acetonitrile clusters
isolated in Ar after their production in an adiabatic expansion.
Obviously it is not possible to detect separate bands for thediverse
cluster species. The band contour observed (Figure 7) depends,
however, as sensitively on the expansion conditions as the mass
distribution in the beam (Figure 6a,b). In order toextract specific
information related to different cluster species from the band
contour, Fourier self-deconvolution (see Concepts of Evaluation)
was applied. It provided six band positions (Table I), four of
them being in extraordinary good agreement with those of CH3CN and (CHsCN)2 and of the two solid modifications (Table
IV). Thevariation of the stagnation pressure by a factor of 8 and
of theconcentration of acetonitrileby nearly 2 orders of magnitude
does not change significantly the resulting band positions (Table
I). This stability clearly emphasizes the reliability of the
procedure. We adopt, therefore, the bands around 2254.7 and
2253.2 cm-' as being related to clusters of intermediate size such
as trimers, tetramers, or/and pentamers.

2254.5
2254.5
2254.7
2254.6
2254.6
2254.6
2254.5
2254.8
2254.7
2254.7
2254.7
2254.7
2254.6
2254.7
2254.7
2254.7
2254.7
2254.7
2254.7
2254.7

2253.1
2253.2
2253.1
2253.1
2253.3
2253.2
2253.5
2253.0
2253.2
2253.2
2253.0
2253.1
2253.0
2253.3
2253.5
2253.2
2253.5

225 1.O
225 1.3
2250.9

225 1.3
2250.8
2250.9
2251.0
225 1.2
2251.5
2251.3
225 1.3

2248.5
2248.9
2248.8
2248.5
2248.5
2248.9

The integral intensity valuesof the six subbandsare proportional
to the respective concentrations of the related cluster species in
the matrix. It is, however, not possible to derive a size distribution
owing to the unknown absorbance coefficients of YC-N for these
clusters. On the other hand, the dependence of the respective
integral intensity values on the total concentration of acetonitrile
in the gas mixture subjected to adiabatic expansion has a clear
physical meaning: It describes the trend in the Occurrence of
each of the cluster species as the concentration of acetonitrile in
the gas mixture is increased. Thus, in Figure 8 (stagnation
pressure, 5 bar) a decrease for the smaller species (bands at 2258.1
2256.1, and 2254.7 cm-I) and an increase for the larger ones
(bands at 2253.3, 2251.0, and2248.8 cm-I) are observed. This
is a consistent picture which is in agreement with the expectation:
increasing the concentration of acetonitrile in the initial gas
mixture shifts the cluster size distribution to larger values, Le.,
favors the consumption of small species and the formation of
larger ones. Insofar there is agreement between the IR (Figure
8 and Table 11) and the MS data (Figure 6a,b), in particular, if
we consider the fragment of the mass 41 (Figure 6a,b, top). For
the larger fragments the shape of the curves in Figure 6a,b
(bottom) is significantly influenced by the complicated fragmentation mechanisms (eqs 5c,d). The attempt to establish a
correlation between these MS and the IR data would essentially
involve speculation. One should not forget that, in the paper
presented here, mass spectroscopy has mainly diagnostic relevance: it is needed to optimize the working conditions of the
pulsed supersonic valve and the expansion conditions for cluster
formation in the molecular beam.
Different from the matrix studies presented here, clusters
exhibiting the structure of the LTM have not been observed in
molecular beam experiments.Z2 However, it is possible that
nonequilibrium clusters formed in the process of adiabatic
expansion relax into an equilibrium-like structure in the course
of condensation together with Ar gas.
Experiments with Ar as seed gas instead of Ne (Figure 4) did
not permit an evaluation of the IR spectra obtained after deposition
of the respective molecular beam with Ar. FSD did not provide
stable positions of the subbands. This must somehow be related
to the fact that the molecular beam contains pure Ar and pure
CH3CN clusters and, in addition, mixed species of the type
Ar,(CH&N),.
This huge variety of different cluster species
probably leads to a similar variety of different sites for acetonitrile
molecules after depositionof the molecular beam. The elucidation
of such a system is certainly beyond the scope of both FSD and
band fitting.
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TABLE 11: Relative IntemPl Intensity Values Rmultinp from the Fit Procedure for Different E x w i o n Conditions
~

stagnation messure/bar

monomer
2258.1
68
28
13
5

molar ratio C H X N / N e
1:lOOO
1:lOOO

1:lOO
1:lOO

relative intensity of the fragment peaks/%
CH,CN+ (CH,CN)H+ (CHjCN)zH+ (CH$N),H+
(41 amu)
(42 amu)
(83 amu)
(124 amu)
~

CHiCN
(CHJCN)~
(CHjCN),
(CHICN)~

100
37
23
24

63
69
47

8
28

2254.7
6
43
8
6

2253.3

HTM
225 1.O

LTM
2248.8

12
47
52

5
10

18
24

hexamers or heptamers from infinitely large clusters provided
the building principle is the same. This means that the k = 0
selection rule already applies to cluster species of very limited
size.
The kinetic energy of the acetonitrile clusters in the supersonic
beam is given by eq 6 where n is the degree of aggregation and
U , , , ~ ~ , is
N ~the maximum velocity of Ne atoms in the beam. Far
distant from the expansion zone, collisions between equal and
unequal species (Ne, (CH3CN), are extremely unlikely. This

TABLE 111: Fragmentation Pattern of Acetonitrile Clusters
Observed in Mass Selected Cluster Beams by Buck et a1.**

cluster

dimer
2256.1
26
17
9
3

relative integral intensity/%
so far unknown

1

TABLE I V Band Positions and Fwhm of the CN Stretching
Vibration in the IR Spectra of Diverse Acetonitrile Species

known species

monomer in gas7
monomer in A14
dimer in Aro
HTM8
LTM'

C=N stretch/
cm-I

fwhm/
cm-I

2267.0
2258.0
2256.1
225 1.O
2248.8

3.2
3.8
3.6
6.9

2254.7
2253.3

5.1
6.8

necessarily implies that the acetonitrile clusters adopt the
maximum velocity of the Ne atoms which-to a first
approximation-exclusively depends on the temperature of the
pressurized gas mixture in the reservoir feeding the pulsed
supersonic valve. The resulting kinetic energy of the dimer is of
the same order of magnitudeas the intermolecularbonding energy.
Provided there is an efficient energy transfer from the translation
of the dimer to the respective reaction coordinate, fragmentation
can take place in the deposition process. For larger clusters the
kinetic energy is correspondingly greater-proportional to the
degree n of aggregation. However, thenumber of motionaldegrtes
of freedom is increased by an even larger factor. This leads to
a reduction of the probability of energy transfer from translation
to an appropriate reaction coordinateand, therefore,to a reduction
of fragmentation. Another influence which counteracts cluster
fragmentation in the course of deposition stems from the addition
of Ar gas (Figure 2). As Ar is added in excess, many collisions
between Ar and (CH3CN), take place immediately before the
deposition. On the other hand, the momentum transfer from
(CH&N), to Ar is limited owing to the considerable differences
of the respectivemolar masses. In an intuitivepicture the addition
of Ar gas may, therefore, be considered as a procedure which
favors soft landing of the clusters on the cold matrix support. To
cut a very complicated and so far speculative story short: cluster
fragmentation during the deposition may not be excluded, but it
is-to the best of our present knowledge-not a likely process.

so far unknown species

(I

This work,

So far the IR spectra were interpreted tacitly assuming that
there is one IR active CN stretching vibration for each species.
In fact, this is not correct. For a cluster consisting of n CH3CN
moleculesthere are n modes with characteristic phase differences
between neighboring molecules. Out of these modes one single
is IR active for the monomer-this is trivial-and for the perfectly
ordered crystal-this is due to the k = 0 selection rule. For
clusters of intermediate size (n = 2, 3, ...) n IR active modes
should be observed, provided symmetry selection rules are not
effective. They are, however, closely spaced, and one of them is
always of dominating intensity. This was shown for growing
linear chains of HCN molecules. In this case themodes exhibiting
maximum IR intensity are the in-phase vibrations.26 Therefore,
the assumption of one single band per cluster species appears to
be a justified approximation for the evaluation of the IR spectra.
The stepwise transition from isolated molecules to the solid
phase was intensively studied in our group for HCN. One aspect
of this research was cited above.26 Another important result was
that already at an early stage of aggregation the vibrational
properties of HCN clusters resemble those of the respective solid
phase. Six different small species(hydrogen bonded linear chains)
from the monomer to-most likely-the hexamer could be
discriminated on the basis of the in-phase librations. All larger
chains contribute exclusivelyto the k = 0 librational mode of the
thermodynamically stable solid phase. For acetonitrile (dipoledipole forces) the intermolecular pair interactions are weaker
than those for hydrogen cyanide (hydrogen bonding). Therefore,
the spread in frequency for the normal modes of all species from
the isolated monomer to the solid phase is less efficient for CH3CN than for HCN. The wavenumber interval in which the Y ~
bands of all possible acetonitrile species isolated in Ar appear
comprises only 10 cm-i (Table IV). For other intramolecular
normal vibrations it is even smaller. Thus the limited number
of acetonitrile clusters (6; see Figures 3 and 8 as well as Table
I) observed in Ar marix by IR spectroscopy should not surprise.
It is a matter of fact that IR quanta are not able to discriminate

VI. Conclusion

N

IR spectroscopy easily lends itself to the study of aggregated
species in static systems, such as gas cells and cryogenicmatrices.
However, it is in general not possible to trace thestepwisetransition
from the isolated molecules to the condensed molecular phase.
On the other hand, the whole manifold of clusters emerges from
a supersonic orifice into a molecular beam. In seeded beams the
characterization of molecular clusters by IR spectroscopy suffers
from insufficient sensitivity (FT IR) and limited free spectral
range of tunable IR lasers (bolometric detection). As shown in
this paper, the advantage of conventional FT IR and molecular
beam technique can be combined by trapping the molecular
clusters from a seeded supersonic beam in a cryogenic matrix.
In this way the presence of acetonitrile clusters which have never
been observed before in matrices or in static gas phase could be
evidenced. There is, however, a severe limitation. The clusters
cannot be produced selectively. They rather exhibit a more or
less broad size distribution which is reflected by the band contour
related to the fundamental vibration under consideration. The

Acetonitrile Clusters from a Pulsed Supersonic Beam
variation of the expansion conditions permits band contours to
be obtained which cannot be created by any linear combination
of the bands related to so far known species: monomers, dimer,
and crystal-like particles which had previously been detected in
matricesemerging from thermal effusivejets or in pure condensed
phases, respectively. On the other hand the adiabatic expansion
in a pulsed supersonicvalve is only a nacessary, but not a sufficient,
condition for the deposition and isolation of molecular clusters
on the cold target. Diverse previous attempts to evidence cluster
formation in a matrix deposited from a free jet have definitely
failed. Obviouslythe collisionfreeconditions of molecular clusters
in a superconic molecular beam are required, if these species are
to be trapped in a cryogenic matrix as described in this paper.
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